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Inverse exciton series in the optical decay of an excitonic molecule
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We report the observation of inverse exciton series (M -emission series! in the optical decay of an excitonic
molecule to the exciton excited states (n52s, 3s, and 4s). A theory is developed which relates the inverse
exciton series to the molecule wave function using the bipolariton model. The components of the exciton
excited statesn52, 3, and 4 in the biexciton wave function in CuCl are determined from the relative intensities
of M1s , M2s , M3s , and M4s emission lines. This opens a way to reconstruct the internal molecule wave
function. @S0163-1829~99!50412-8#
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Recent experimental and theoretical works on exci
physics have focused on the exciton-exciton interaction,
the biexciton effect in four-wave mixing and transie
photoluminescence,1 the polariton-polariton interaction in
semiconductor microcavity,2 and multiexciton states in quan
tum dots.3 Of these, a biexciton state in a bulk direct-ban
gap semiconductor is the extreme case~strong interaction
and infinite volume! and most difficult to solve because th
standard perturbation approach can be applied neither to
Coulomb interaction nor to the exciton-photon coupling~po-
lariton effect!.

An excitonic molecule~biexciton,xx) in semiconductors
is a singlet-state four-particle complex of two electrons~e!
and two holes~h! bound together by the Coulomb direct an
exchange interactions. Thexx state in a semiconductor wit
isotropic valence and conduction bands is characterized
the e-h mass ratios. In the extreme limits ofs50 ands
51, thexx is similar to the hydrogen and positronium mo
ecules, respectively. From a fundamental interest, fi
principle quantum mechanical calculations of four-parti
Coulomb-correlated states have been attempted for m
than fifty years. In spite of the long theoretical efforts~see,
e.g., Refs. 4–6! the four-particle wave functions, howeve
are not accurately determined except for the hydro
molecule.7 For values ofs corresponding to excitonic mol
ecules in direct-band-gap semiconductors, the theore
binding energy ranges from 60 to 70 % of the experimen
value even for the most reliable calculation.6 The main rea-
sons for the absence of accurate calculations are the d
culty in treating four particles without the adiabatic appro
mation, and the complexity of the semiconductor ba
structure.8

For the hydrogen molecule, numerous experimental d
related to the wave function have been obtained and rig
ously compared with theoretical calculations. For the biex
ton, in contrast, practically only two parameters are exp
mentally available, namely, the molecule binding energyem

and the oscillator strength of the optical transition to thexx
state. The oscillator strength provides us with the abso
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~12!/7837~4!/$15.00
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value uC̃(p.0)u2.9 Here C̃(p) is the Fourier transform of
the molecule envelope wave function, which characteri
the relative motion of the two constituent excitons (x’s), and
refers to the excitonic representation of the molecule. In
excitonic representation, the four-particle molecule wa
function is constructed in terms of the deformed or und
formed ground-statex wave functions and the envelope wav
function of the relative motion, taking into account the pe
mutation symmetry of thee andh coordinates~the antisym-
metry of the total wave function is ensured by the antisy
metry in the spin coordinates!. This picture holds, becaus
em/ex!1, whereex is thex binding energy. It is practically
impossible to solve the inverse problem of reconstructing
molecule wave function from the two known experimen
parameters,em and uC̃(0)u2. These values depend only o
the gross features of the wave function. Unless the bind
energy is accurately reproduced, different wave functio
can yield the same value foruC̃(0)u2. Therefore, experimen
tal measurements of parameters more sensitive to the
ecule wave function are highly desirable.

Here we present an experimental observation, in a hi
quality CuCl sample, of the inverse excitonM -emission se-
ries in thexx optical decay and describe a systematic way
build up the internal biexciton wave function from the e
perimental data. According to the bipolariton model,10 the
optical decay of an excitonic molecule in bulk direct-ban
gap semiconductors is described in terms of the reson
dissociation ‘‘xx→ two outgoing polaritons’’ ~a similar
physical picture of thexx radiative decay in CuCl was use
in Ref. 11!. If the molecule wave vectorKm>A«`v t /c,
where«` is the background dielectric constant and\v t is
the x energy, this scheme can be reinterpreted in a stand
way:12 the molecule emits a photon by the annihilation
onee-h pair, leaving behind an exciton. So far, only thexx
radiative decay to thex ground staten51s (M emission! has
been observed, while from the energy-momentum conse
tion it is also possible that the molecule emits light, decay
to the x excited statesn52s, 3s, etc. (M2s,3s . . . lines! as
shown in Fig. 1. TheM series yields unique information o
R7837 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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the molecule wave function because the normalized inte
ties I ns /I 1s are proportional to the projection of thexx wave
function onto thex excited states. HereI ns is the intensity of
the n line in the M -emission series. In this way one ca
estimate the coefficients of the expansion of the molec
wave function in several excitonic eigenstates and appr
mate the totalxx state. Note that a similar phenomenon do
not exist for the hydrogen molecule. Since the first obser
tion of the optical decay of excitonic molecules,13 there were
many unsuccessful attempts to detect theM series~see, e.g.,
Refs. 8 and 14! and for about three decades the experimen
discovery of theM series remained a very challenging pro
lem of biexciton optics.

Platelets of CuCl single crystal grown from gas pha
with a thickness of about 20mm were immersed in super
fluid helium at 2 K in a strain-free condition. The spectr
were measured with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled bac
illuminated Si charge-coupled-device camera~Princeton In-
struments! through a monochromator. Figure 2~a! shows the
reflection and emission spectra taken by Xe-lamp illumi
tion and by excitation with a HeCd laser~3.814 eV! above
the band-gap energy (Eg.3.4 eV), respectively. The state
n51s, . . . ,4s of Z3 excitons are clearly seen in the refle
tion spectrum~see also Ref. 15! as well as in the emission
spectrum. Note that this is the first observation in CuCl
the emission from thex excited states.

Excitonic molecules with Km52k0 (2k0.0.89
3106 cm21) were resonantly created by two-photon a
sorption of picosecond uv pulses from a TiS laser~Spectra
Physics, Tsunami! through a doubling crystal~BaB2O4!. The
optical pulses are characterized by 2 ps duration, 82 M
repetition, 20 mW average power, and the energy of phot
\v053.186 eV. Thexx emission spectra, obtained in th
backscattering geometry, are plotted in Fig. 2~b!. The sharp
MT andML emission lines indicate that the weak excitati
condition is satisfied.16 These lines refer to the emission pr
cess which involves the transverse and longitudinal 1s e
tons, respectively. In the lower energy side of theMT and
ML lines, some extremely weak emission lines (;1024 of
the MT line intensity! are detected. The spectral position
these lines corresponds to the energies 2\v02Ens with n
>2, whereEns is the x excited state energy. Therefore, w
identify the main biexciton-mediated lines (MT andML) and

FIG. 1. Schematic of the excitation and emission process
biexcitons at 2k0 in the exciton-polariton dispersion curves.
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the weak signals with theM -emission seriesM1s , M2s ,
M3s , M4s , and M`s . Here the subscript̀ s refers to the
spectral linesn>5 collectively. The linesMns characterize
the optical decay of the two-photon generated molecule
the ns x states. Our observation of theM -emission series
clearly demonstrates why the previous attempts were un
cessful: theMn>2 lines are extremely weak in intensity, re
quiring for their observation a highly sensitive detecti
technique and a high-quality sample free from impur
emissions.17 The M series is direct evidence of the nonze
components of thex excited statesn52,3, etc., in the mol-
ecule wave function.

In the backward direction of thexx wave vectorKm , the
MT line is allowed while theML line is forbidden, owing to
the geometrical selection rules. Thus, the large ratio of
intensities of theMT andML lines in Fig. 2~b! means that the
two-photon generatedxx’s do not suffer momentum relax
ation and keep the initial wave vector 2k0 before the radia-
tive decay18 as shown in Fig. 1. The large intensity ratio al
assures that theT emissions should strongly dominate ov
the correspondingL emissions forMns lines with n>2, al-
though one cannot discriminate between theT and L emis-
sions because the longitudinal-transverse splitting of thens x
state decays as 1/n3. Therefore, in further analysis we ass
ciate theM series with the optical decay involving onl
T-polarized excitons at a well-defined wave vector. T
T-polarized excitons combine with the light field into th
polariton eigenmodes.19

In order to describe theoretically the inversex series, we
generalize the bipolariton model of the excitonic molecul10

to include the x excited states. The four-particlexx

f

FIG. 2. ~a! Reflection and emission spectra by band-gap exc
tion at 3.814 eV.~b! Emission spectra from two-photon excite
biexcitons at 2k0 .
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wave function is given by GKm
(Rm ,R,r 1,r2)

5G(R,r1 ,r2)exp(iKmRm)/V1/2, whereRm , R, and r1,2 are
the coordinates of thexx translational motion, the relative
motion of the twox’ s, and thee-h relative motion, respec
tively, andV is the volume.G(R,r 1,r 2), which describes the
internal structure of the molecule, is constructed in terms
a deformed ground-statex wave functionf1

d and an envelope
wave function C as G(R,r 1,r 2)5C(R)f1

d(r 1)f1
d(r 2)

1C(R8)f1
d(r 18)f1

d(r 28), whereR8, r 18, and r 28 are obtained
from R, r 1, and r 2 by e-e exchange, respectively. In th
bipolariton model, which treats thexx radiative decay as a
resonant fission of the molecule into two outgoing polarito
under the condition of total energy-momentum conservat
the intensity of thexx emission signal at energyE1 and
spectral intervalDE1 is given by

DI ~Km ,E1 ,DE1!}E
Dk1

dk1E dk2d~Km2k12k2!

3d@Em~Km!2E1
pol~k1!2E2

pol~k2!#

3u^GuWux1x2&u2, ~1!

where Em(Km) is the molecule energy,E1
pol(k1) and

E2
pol(k2) are the dispersions of signal~photonlike! and idle

~excitonlike! polaritons, respectively, and Dk1
5Dk1(DV,E1 ,DE1) is the phase space volume of the sign
modesk1 which contribute to the intensity collected in th
solid angle of observationDV. The four-particle potentia
W5W(R,r1 ,r2) describes thex-x Coulomb interaction and

^GuWux1x2&5E dRdr1dr2G* ~R,r1 ,r2!W~R,r 1,r 2!

3x~k1 ,r1!eik1R/2x~k2 ,r2!e2 ik2R/2. ~2!

Here x(k,r )5(nBn(k)fns(r ), where fns(r ) is the ns x
wave function andBn(k) is the Hopfield coefficient19 which
characterizes the relative contribution of the excitonic co
ponent to the polariton associated with thens x state. From
Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, and using the four-particle Schro¨dinger
equation for the internalxx wave functionG(R,r1 ,r2), we
derive the frequency-integrated intensity of the emission
nal located at energyE1

(0) :

I ~Km ,E1
~0! ,DV!}DVr~1,2!~k1

~0!!

3U(
i , j

Bi~k1
~0!!Bj~k2

~0!!Wi , jCi , jU2

, ~3!

wherek1
(0) is the carrier wave vector determined by the d

persion equationE1
(0)5Epol(k1

(0)) for the signal polariton
and by the angle of observation,k2

(0)5Km2k1
(0) ,r (1,2) is the

joint density of polariton states proportional
@k1

(0)#2/@vg
pol(k1

(0))1vg
pol(k2

(0))#(vg
pol is the polariton group

velocity!, Wi , j5em1ex(221/i 221/j 2), and

Ci , j~k1
~0!2Km/2!5E dRdr1dr2G* ~R,r1 ,r2!

3f i~r1!eik1
~0!R/2f j~r2!e2 ik2

~0!R/2. ~4!
f

s
n,

l

-

-

-

Ci , j can be experimentally determined using Eq.~3!. Thus, in
principle, one can construct the totalxx wave function in the
basis of thex eigenfunctions$fn% (n51s,2s,2p, . . . ) as

GKm
~Rm ,R,r1 ,r2!5(

i , j
(

k
Ci , j~k!f i~r1!ei ~Km/21k…R1

3f j~r2!ei ~Km/22k…R2, ~5!

whereR15Rm1R/2 andR25Rm2R/2 are the coordinates
of the translational motion of the two constituentx’ s. Equa-
tions ~3!, ~4!, and ~5! provide a complete description of th
xx emission intensity for allKm’s and for all energy regions
including the inversex series in terms of thexx wave func-
tion.

For frequency-degenerate two-photon creation of m
ecules, used in the experiment, one hasKm52k0 and the idle
polariton is strongly excitonlike, i.e.,Bj (k2

(0).3k0)5d jn

(d i j is the Kronecker symbol! and E2(k2
(0))5Ens5Eg

2ex/n2 is the energy of thens x state. In this case, Eq.~3!
reduces toI n for the Mns emission as

I n~2k0 ,Em2Ens ,DV!}DVr~1,2!~k1
~0!!uB1~k1

~0!!W1s,nsCnu2,
~6!

whereW1s,ns5em1ex(121/n2), and

Cn[C1s,ns~0!5E dRdr1dr2G* ~R,r1 ,r2!f1s~r1!fns~r2!.

~7!

In Eq. ~7! we approximatek0.0, because the photon wav
vector is much smaller than the inversexx radius. We use
Eq. ~6! to estimate from the experimental data the coe
cientsCn given by Eq.~7!.

The normalized intensitiesI n /I 1 of theM -emission series
are listed in Table I forn52, 3, and 4. In order to treat th
normalized intensities with Eq.~6! we calculatek1

(0) and
B1(k1

(0)) by a five-resonance polariton model (Z3 excitonic
series withn51s,2s,3s,4s, and ground-stateZ1,2 exciton!
with CuCl parameters from Fig. 2 and Ref. 20. The norm
ized squared coefficientsuCn /C1u2 found from the experi-
mental data are collected in Table I. The ratiouCn /C1u2
characterizes the relative contribution of thens xstate to the
molecule wave function providing direct information on th
internal structure of the molecule. The estimate ofuC1u2

}uC̃(0)u2 from the oscillator strength of the optical trans
tion to thexx state is a very delicate problem which dea
with absolute values of the optical signals.9 In contrast,
uCn52,3,4/C1u2 are obtained from the measurements of t
relative optical intensities, and are much more reliable a
stable to the experimental conditions.

TABLE I. Components of the exciton excited states in the bie
citon wave function in CuCl.

Emission intensity I 2 /I 1 I 3 /I 1 I 4 /I 1

1.431024 4.031025 1.531025

Component uC2 /C1u2 uC3 /C1u2 uC4 /C1u2

1.631024 4.431025 1.831025
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In the first-order approximation, thexx may be consid-
ered as made up of two 1s x’ s. As the two 1s x’ s interact,
their wave functions become deformed ande-e andh-h ex-
changes become frequent between the twox’ s. These defor-
mation and exchange effects are responsible for the app
ance of thex excited state components in the wave functi
In order to see the contributions of these effects, we com
three trialxx wave functions; the Akimoto-Hanamura~A-H!
wave function,4 which includes both deformation and e
change effects, and two simpler model wave functions w
out exciton deformation~model 1 and model 2! as shown in
Table II. The parameters in the two model wave functio

TABLE II. Calculation of the components for the A-H wav
function and two model wave functionsG5C(Rh)(e2r 1ae2r 2b

1e2r 1be2r 2a) with C(Rh)5e20.5008Rh ~model 1! and C(Rh)
5Rhe20.8641Rh ~model 2!, whereRh andr 1a,2b,1b,2a are theh-h and
e-h distances, respectively. All coordinates are scaled byax , the
exciton Bohr radius, and the average values ofRh are set to 2.7ax ,
the same as for the A-H wave function.

C1 C2 uC2 /C1u2

Direct Exchange Direct Exchange

Model 1 1 0.0817 0 20.0344 1.0131023

Model 2 1 0.1048 0 20.0472 1.8331023

A-H wave function 1 0.1304 0.028320.0442 2.0031024
m

.
R

r

ia

l

t

.

i

ar-
.
re

-

s

are chosen to give the same average radius of the mole
as the A-H wave function. We obtainuC2 /C1u2 by analytical
calculation of Eq.~7!. For the A-H wave function, we se
that exchange and deformation contributions partially can
each other leading to a significant reduction ofuC2 /C1u2.
Consequently, deviation from the experimental observa
for the A-H wave function is much smaller than for th
model wave functions. This analysis showsuCn /C1u2 pro-
vides a very sensitive measure of the accuracy of thexx
wave function and the cancellation of the exchange and
formation contributions is crucial for the proper constructi
of the xx wave function.

In summary, we have observed the inverse exciton se
in CuCl and developed a theory for determining the biex
ton wave function from the inverse series using the bipol
ton model. From theMns-emission series, we have obtain
the magnitudes ofns exciton components in the molecu
wave function and provided bench marks for testing
wave function: The relative intensities of theMns lines give
constraints on a four-particle trial wave function. Here
investigated the inverse emissions from biexcitons only
Km52k0 , but further investigation of theKm dependence o
the inverse series will lead to a complete experimental de
mination of the molecule wave function.

We thank K. Kurihara for sample purification, and app
ciate valuable discussions with H. Haug, L.V. Keldysh,
Kuwata-Gonokami, and N. Nagasawa.
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